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Abstract 
 

A simplified numerical model for rainwater runoff on building facades is presented, evaluated and discussed. 

The variation of runoff film thickness is described by a first-order hyperbolic partial differential equation. This 

equation is derived from the continuity equation, to which the wind-driven rain (WDR) intensity and the 

capillary absorption flux by the wall are added as source/sink terms, and from the adoption of the parabolic 

velocity profile of the Nusselt solution for a simplified representation of thin film flow. Two major model 

simplifications are the adoption of the Nusselt solution for (1) statistically-steady, developed films, in spite of 

actual wave behaviour, and for (2) transient, developing films, in spite of the actual moving contact line 

complexity. Both simplifications are directly related to surface tension effects. Concerning the first 

simplification, a selective review of the literature, including experimental laboratory data, confirms the validity 

of the Nusselt solution for representing the time-averaged properties of thin film flow, up to film Reynolds 

numbers of 1000, in spite of the actual wave behaviour. Concerning the second simplification, the runoff model 

is evaluated by a comparison with available on-site measurements of rainwater runoff from a building facade 

exposed to WDR, indicating a fair qualitative and quantitative agreement. Specific attention is given to a 

discussion of the possibilities and limitations of the runoff model. The runoff model can easily be integrated into 

2D and 3D building envelope heat-air-moisture transfer (BE-HAM) models, but further research on the 

simplifications and assumptions of the runoff model is required. 

 

Keywords: Wind-driven rain; driving rain; building wall; numerical simulation; wind flow; heat air moisture 

transfer modelling 

 

Nomenclature:  

 

A capillary water absorption coefficient (kg/m²s
0.5

) 

C Courant number 

Dw liquid water diffusivity (m²/s) 

gr gravitational acceleration (m/s²) 

g horizontal flux of water/vapour (i.e. through a vertical plane) (L/m²s or m³/m²s) 

G cumulative horizontal flux of water/vapour (through a vertical plane) (L/m² or m³/m²) 

h film thickness (m) 

j index that refers to spatial discretisation 

n index that refers to temporal discretisation 

q vertical flux of water (runoff along the wall) (L/(ms) or m³/(ms)) 

Q cumulative vertical flux of water (runoff along the wall) (L/m or m³/m) 

Re Reynolds number 

t  time (s) 

tf time at which film formation starts (s) 
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u, v streamwise and transverse velocity components (m/s) 

wc capillary moisture content (kg/m³) 

x, y, z streamwise, transverse and spanwise coordinates (m) 

 

β wall inclination (90° for a vertical wall) 

∆t time interval (s) 

ν kinematic viscosity (m²/s) 

ρ density (kg/m³) 

τ time (s) 

 

Acronyms: 

BE-HAM Building Envelope Heat-Air-Moisture  

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 

CFL Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy 

CHTC  Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient 

SF Sharp Front 

WDR  Wind-Driven Rain 

 

Subscripts: 

abs absorption 

ave time-averaged 

B Beijer 

f film 

ker kerosine 

loc local 

max maximum 

N Nusselt 

sil silicone 

w water 

wdr wind-driven rain 

 
1. Introduction 

 

Wind-driven rain (WDR) is one of the most important moisture sources affecting the hygrothermal performance 

and the durability of building facades (e.g. [1,2]). Consequences of its destructive properties can take many 

forms. Moisture accumulation in porous materials can lead to water penetration, moisture induced salt migration, 

discolouration by efflorescence, structural cracking due to thermal and moisture gradients, to mention just a few. 

WDR impact and runoff are also responsible for the appearance of other types of surface soiling patterns on 

facades that have become characteristic for so many of our buildings (e.g. [1,3-5]). Figure 1 illustrates the Royal 

Festival Hall in London, before and after a few years of atmospheric exposure. The combined effect of 

atmospheric deposition of pollutants and WDR on the facade leads to “white washing” and “dirt washing”. At 

the top of the facade, the high WDR intensities rinse away the dirt (“white washing”) and move it to the lower 

facade parts, where it is deposited (“dirt washing”). Locally, rain water runoff from window glass and sills can 

also cause “white washing” and “dirt washing”, and it adds detail to the overall soiling pattern. Recent research 

on the self-cleaning action of glass combined with runoff [6] and the leaching of nanoparticles from surface 

coatings and biocides from facades [7,8] has indicated two additional important reasons to study rainwater runoff 

from building facades. 

Concerning the interaction between WDR and building facades, two parts of WDR research can be 

distinguished [2]: (1) assessment of the impinging WDR intensity (Fig. 2a) and (2) assessment of the response of 

the building facade to the impinging WDR (Fig. 2b). The impinging WDR intensity is the total amount of 

rainwater that comes into contact with the building surface. What happens at and after impact/impingement is the 

focus of the second part of WDR research. It comprises the study of contact and surface phenomena such as 

splashing, bouncing, adhesion, runoff, evaporation, absorption and the distribution of the moisture in the facade 

(rain penetration and wetting-drying). It also includes the wide variety of rainwater penetration mechanisms such 

as hydrostatic pressure, wind pressure, surface tension and gravity.  

By far most WDR research in the past has focused on the first part, in which the amount and intensity of 

WDR across building facades was assessed by measurements (e.g. [9-14]), semi-empirical formulae (e.g. [9,15-

19]) and numerical simulations based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) (e.g. [20-23]). An extensive 

review of research on this first part of WDR research was provided by Blocken and Carmeliet [2]. The second 

part in WDR research however has received much less attention. While many numerical simulation studies of 
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heat, air and moisture (HAM) transfer in building components have been conducted, only very few have focused 

in detail on WDR as a boundary condition (e.g. [24-27]). Contact and surface phenomena such as spreading, 

splashing and bouncing on vertical building surfaces have been studied by Couper [28] and Abuku et al. [29]. 

Rainwater penetration mechanisms including hydrostatic pressure, wind pressure, surface tension, gravity, etc., 

have been discussed by Straube [16]. In the past, also some important rainwater runoff studies were conducted 

(e.g. [30-37]). Although very valuable, most previous studies on rainwater runoff were (quantitative) 

experimental studies or (qualitative) observational studies. Analytical rainwater runoff models were suggested by 

Beijer and Johansson [31], Beijer [32] and El-Shimi et al. [36]. These models assumed a constant WDR intensity 

and a simplified moisture absorption model, expressing the absorption flux gabs as At
0.5

 [31,32] (with A the 

capillary absorption coefficient and t the time) or as a polynomial involving the same parameters [36]. The 

laboratory and full-scale measurements on concrete walls in Sweden by Beijer [32] indicated that the runoff 

fluxes down the wall were in the range of 1-10 L/mh, that the runoff velocities were in the range 25-80 m/h 

(0.007-0.022 m/s) and that the film thickness varied between 0.04 and 0.12 mm. Hall and Kalimeris [37] 

provided an analytical expression for the film thickness as a function of height on the wall, WDR intensity and 

gabs. They stated that on saturated surfaces, runoff films are normally 0.1-0.3 mm thick, and that the mean runoff 

velocity is 0.025-0.250 m/s. Note that both Beijer [32] unfortunately did not specify at which height on the wall 

and for which specific WDR intensity these values were obtained, which could have explained the differences 

with the values by Hall and Kalimeris [37]. 

Numerical Building Envelope Heat-Air-Moisture (BE-HAM) transfer models are generally used to analyse 

the hygrothermal behaviour and durability of building facades. Most BE-HAM models include WDR as a 

boundary condition, but generally only in a simplified way [15,17,24-27]. Processes such as rainwater runoff are 

generally not taken into account. The fact that runoff is generally not included in BE-HAM models is attributed 

to two reasons: (1) until recently, most BE-HAM models in which WDR is included were only 1D models, while 

runoff is essentially a 2D or 3D phenomenon, and (2) the lack of a simplified numerical runoff model that can 

easily be integrated into the existing BE-HAM models. To the knowledge of the authors, numerical models for 

rainwater runoff from building facades have not yet been developed and applied. 

In the framework of the second part of WDR research and to support the further development of BE-HAM 

models, this paper presents a simplified numerical model for rainwater runoff from building facades. The model 

is represented by a first-order hyperbolic partial differential equation with the film thickness as primary variable. 

It is derived from the continuity equation, to which the WDR intensity and the capillary absorption flux by the 

wall are added as source and sink terms, and from the adoption of the parabolic velocity profile of the Nusselt 

solution as the film flow velocity profile. First, the Nusselt solution and its assumptions are given (section 2). 

Next, the transient runoff model is derived in section 3.1, and it is combined with a simplified rain water 

absorption model (section 3.2), after which model implementation is briefly outlined in section 3.3. Two major 

model simplifications are (1) the adoption of the Nusselt solution for statistically-steady, developed films, in 

spite of actual wave behaviour, and (2) the adoption of the Nusselt solution for transient, developing films, in 

spite of the actual moving contact line complexity. Both simplifications are directly related to surface tension 

effects, and are discussed in detail in sections 4.1 and 4.2. The model results are further analysed in section 5.1. 

In section 5.2, the model is used for a brief parametric analysis of runoff on the facade of a building. Finally, in 

section 6, the possibilities and limitations of the runoff model are discussed. 

 

2. Nusselt solution  
 

The derivation of the Nusselt solution from the Navier-Stokes equations can be found in the literature [38]. 

Strictly, the Nusselt solution is only valid for the thin film flow of an isothermal Newtonian liquid with constant 

density ρ and kinematic viscosity ν down an inclined plane (with an angle β to the horizontal) under the action 

of gravity (Fig. 3). The flow is steady and parallel (laminar) and the film thickness is constant in space (no 

undulatory behaviour). It is assumed that the liquid surface is uncontaminated and that the air friction on the 

liquid surface is negligible. In addition, the spanwise gradients are assumed to be negligible, reducing the 

problem to 2D. The Nusselt solution is given by:   

 

( )2

N
r yy2hsinβ

2ν

g
u(y) −=  (1) 

 

that expresses the semi-parabolic profile of the streamwise velocity u(y) in the thin laminar film, with y the 

transverse coordinate, gr the gravitational acceleration, ν the kinematic viscosity and h the film thickness. The 

subscript N refers to Nusselt solution. From Eq. (1), the film flow rate and average velocity are given by: 
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N
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Although the assumptions for derivation of the Nusselt solution from the Navier-Stokes equations are rather 

strict, later in this paper we will show that Eqs. (1) to (3) are also valid to describe time-averaged undulatory film 

flow in the laminar and transitional film flow regime. This is important for the application to rainwater runoff on 

building facades. Two additional comments are made, to be used later in this paper: 

1) Boundary conditions for deriviation of the Nusselt solution are: 

*At y = h: the kinematic equation that expresses the temporal variation of the film thickness (Eq. (4)) and the 

continuity of the normal and tangential stress components (see [38]) 

* At y = 0: the no-slip condition: Eq. (5) 

 

hh
v

x

h
u

t

h
=

∂

∂
+

∂

∂
 (4)  

 

 

0v(0)u(0) ==  (5) 

 

  

2) The Reynolds number of the film flow is defined as: 

 

ν

hu
Re NN

N =  (6) 

 

It is important to note that different authors investigating thin liquid film flow have used different definitions of 

the Reynolds number. Several authors have used Eq. (6) (e.g. [39-43]), while some others defined the Reynolds 

number with an additional factor 4 [44-47]. Note that the former performed experiments of film flow down a 

vertical tube, rather than flow along a flat plate. This difference in Reynolds number definition is due to the fact 

that some authors used the film thickness hN as hydraulic diameter in the definition of the Reynolds number, 

while others used 4hN. Care is therefore required when analysing experimental data from previous work, as 

performed in the next section. For clarity, all Re numbers mentioned in this paper have been expressed using the 

definition in Eq. (6). Re numbers from [44-47] have been converted by division by 4. 

 

3. Runoff model 

 

3.1. Model derivation 
 

Figure 4 schematically illustrates film flow down a facade, where the flow can be supplied by runoff water from 

higher elevations and/or by direct WDR impingement. The facade can be porous, in which case capillary 

absorption can draw water from the film. As opposed to the Nusselt conditions, the film thickness is not 

necessarily constant and the flow is not necessarily steady. The unsteadiness can be due to either a developing 

film (with moving film front down the wall), or to wave behaviour, or both. The continuity equation with the 

addition of a source term g (= gwdr - gabs), with gwdr the WDR intensity or WDR flux and gabs the absorption flux 

in kg/m²s is: 
 

ρ

gg

ρ

g
dy

y

v

x

u abswdr

h

0

−
==









∂

∂
+

∂

∂
∫  (7) 

 

After expansion of the left-hand side: 
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The first term on the left-hand side can be rewritten based on differential and integral calculus:  
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Combining Eqs. (8) and (9) yields and : 
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Inserting the kinematic boundary condition (material line) (Eq. (4)) into Eq. (10) gives: 

 

ρ
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dyu

x

abswdr

h
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∂
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+
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Inserting finally the semi-parabolic mean velocity profile (Eq. (1) with β = 90°) leads to: 

 

ρ

gg

x

h

ν

h²g

t

h abswdrr −
=

∂

∂
+

∂

∂
 (12) 

 

Eq. (12) is a non linear, first order, hyperbolic partial differential equation with the film thickness h(x,t) as 

primary variable. 

 
3.2. Source and sink terms 
 

For an impervious material surface, the WDR intensity constitutes the source term and film surface evaporation 

is the sink term. Note however that film surface evaporation was not included in the equations above. For a 

porous material surface, capillary absorption is added as a sink term for film flow.  

The spatial and temporal distribution of WDR across a building facade can be obtained by detailed 

measurements or Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations. This information can be used in the runoff 

model. Evaporation from the surface of the film can be taken into account by relating the convective vapour 

transfer coefficient to the convective heat transfer coefficient (CHTC) by the Lewis analogy [48], which is 

current practice in BE-HAM tools (e.g., [25-27,49-51]). For the CHTC, various correlations exist from detailed 

measurements (see reviews by Palyvos [52] and Defraeye et al. [53]) and CFD simulations [54,55]. In the 

present paper, the model is only used during rain events (high relative humidity), and evaporation is therefore 

considered negligible and not taken into account. 

For capillary absorption, the simplified rain absorption model by Hall and Hoff [56] is used. It is based on 

the sharp front model in combination with a two-stage absorption process for walls wetted by WDR. Note that 

pressure infiltration, where wind or gravity pushes the film into the porous medium, is not considered here. The 

sharp front model assumes that the liquid water diffusivity Dw is a step function, with zero value for moisture 

contents below the capillary moisture content wc and a constant non-zero value above wc. While the validity of 

this model depends on the material type and while more complex models exist, the focus of this paper is on the 

physical and numerical aspects of rainwater runoff, rather than on moisture transfer in walls. Therefore, the 

simplified sharp front model is considered fit for this purpose. The first stage in the two-stage absorption process 

consists of WDR absorption by the wall with a constant flux boundary condition. This continues until the water 

content at the surface reaches the capillary moisture content wc. The second stage consists of absorption of 

rainwater runoff by a (capillary) saturated boundary condition. In this stage, the flux exceeds the rate at which 

the material can absorb water, and the flux is divided into two components: a part that is absorbed and a part that 

runs off. Because the model by Hall and Hoff [56] provides a more complete treatment of the transition between 

the two stages of the absorption process, this model is adopted in this paper. . The model details and some of its 

limitations are outlined in Appendix 1. Only the headlines and main equations are given here. In the first stage, 
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the absorption flux gabs is equal to the supplied flux gwdr, on condition the supply flux is sufficiently small, which 

is the case for WDR:  

 

wdrabs gg =  (13) 

 

When wc is reached, a water film is formed and the capillary uptake is similar to that from a liquid water surface. 

The time to film formation tf depends on the WDR intensity and on the hydraulic properties of the material [56]:  

 

2

wdr

2

f
g2

A
t =  (14) 

 

with A the capillary water absorption coefficient in kg/m²s
0.5

. Starting from this moment, the boundary condition 

switches to a capillary saturation boundary condition and the absorption flux is given by [56]:  

 

 









=

2

t
-t2

A
g

f

abs  (15) 

 

Note that the time t in Eq. (15) is the time from the start of the wind-driven rain event. Eq. (15) provides a 

continuous transition of the absorbed flux from Eq. (13) to Eq. (15). This simplified rain absorption model has 

several limitations, including the fact that limited facade material thickness is not taken into account. More 

details and more information on the model simplifications are given in Appendix A.  

 

3.3. Model implementation 
 

Eq. (12) can be solved numerically in either an explicit or implicit way. For simplicity, an explicit 

implementation is selected here. The discretisation employs forward differencing in time and backward 

differencing in space (Fig. 5):  
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∂
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Eq. (12) is discretised in its conservative form, where h³ is placed inside the derivative:  

 

0
ρ
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x

h
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t
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∂

∂
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The coefficients a and b are introduced: 

 

ρ
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a
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The discretised equation is: 
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where n is the number of the time step and j is the number of the position on the wall. It can be solved for hj
n+1

. 

The initial film thickness is zero, therefore the initial condition is: 

 

( ) ( )xhx,0h0t 0=→=  (21) 

 

Employing backward differencing in space, only one boundary condition needs to be applied to solve Eq. (20).   

 

( ) 0t0,h0x =→=  (22) 

 

The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition is a necessary condition for convergence for the explicit time-

marching scheme: 

 

C
∆x

∆tu N ≤  (23) 

 

with C the Courant number. In addition, both the temporal and spatial discretisation should be fine enough to 

yield accurate results. When a liquid film moves down a wall over previously not capillary saturated wall parts, a 

sudden increase in gabs occurs at the film front in the simulation. The spatial discretisation needs to be 

sufficiently fine to prevent numerical instabilities in this case. To evaluate this, simulations are made for q = 0.1, 

0.5, 1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 L/mh. For each separate simulation, the spatial discretisation is 

uniform with ∆x = 0.01 m and the time step ∆t depends on the film velocity (averaged over the film thickness) or 

the film flow rate (see Eq. (23)). For each simulation, a converged solution for the developing (transient) and 

developed (steady) film is obtained when the Courant number is lower than 0.25. In combination with Eqs. (2-3), 

Eq. (23) with C = 0.25 can be written as:  

 

2/3

N

1/3

r

q
g

ν3

4

∆x
∆t −









≤  (24) 

 

with ∆t in s, ∆x in m and qN in m³/ms. Alternatively, for qN in L/mh, it can be written as:  

 

2/3

N

1/3

q
g

ν3
∆x5872∆t −









≤  (25) 

 

When ∆x = 0.01 m, ∆t ranges from 2 s for qN = 0.1 L/mh to 0.0043 s for qN = 1000 L/mh.   
 
4. Evaluation of model possibilities and limitations 

 

The main advantage/possibility of the runoff model derived in the previous section is that it is quite simple and 

can easily be implemented into existing BE-HAM models. These models should replace the simplified 

absorption model mentioned in section 3.2. However, the runoff model itself is based on two major 

simplifications. These are (1) the adoption of the Nusselt solution for statistically-steady, developed films, in 

spite of actual wave behaviour, and (2) the adoption of the Nusselt solution for transient, developing films, in 

spite of the actual moving contact line complexity. Indeed, as opposed to the Nusselt conditions, the film 

thickness will generally not be constant and the flow will generally not be steady. It is expected that the Nusselt 

solution is most violated for developing films and for films with strong undulatory (wavy) behaviour. Both 

above-mentioned simplifications are directly related to surface tension effects. In this section, both 

simplifications are discussed. The first simplification is addressed in section 4.1, based on a selective review of 

the literature, including experimental laboratory data. The second simplification is addressed in section 4.2, 

based on available on-site measurements of rainwater runoff from a building facade exposed to WDR.  

 

4.1. Evaluation of runoff model for statistically-steady developed films 
 

For statistically-steady, developed films, addressing the validity of the runoff model can be reduced to 

addressing the validity of the Nusselt solution. Strictly, the Nusselt solution is only applicable at very low 

Reynolds numbers (e.g. Re < 5). At higher Reynolds numbers, experiments as well as simulations by many 

authors (e.g. [39-47,57]) have shown that the flow is hydrodynamically unstable. From its starting point on an 
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inclined wall, the flow first behaves as a laminar flow but subsequently gains an undulatory character (Fig. 3). In 

many laboratory experiments in the past, this undulatory character has been reproduced in 2D, but in reality it 

will often be of 3D nature and irregular due to local and irregular perturbations.  

Thin-film instability has received a lot of attention in the past, especially in chemical engineering and the 

process industry. Lin and Wang [58] and Chang [59] have provided extensive reviews on the topic. Fig. 6 is 

reproduced from the work of Kapitza and Kapitza [45] to illustrate the undulatory behaviour. The figure results 

from the shadow method, applied to film flow down the surface of a vertical glass tube of 0.025 m diameter, 

over a height of 0.17 m, without perturbations at the flow inlet. Both distilled water and alcohol were used. The 

effect of the curvature of the tube was assessed to be less than 1% of the wavelength, and the flow could 

therefore be considered as flow down a plane wall. The pictures show the development of the waves and their 

irregular character. The reason for this undulatory behaviour and its absence in the Nusselt solution (Eq. 1) is the 

surface tension, which, in a thin-film flow of a low-viscosity fluid and even with slight deformations of the free 

surface, can acquire values comparable with the forces of viscosity [44,45]. 

In spite of the presence of waves, many authors have theoretically and experimentally confirmed that the 

Nusselt solution quite accurately describes the time-averaged film characteristics, such as the mean thickness and 

the mean velocity of the film, even though instantaneously, large deviations can occur [40,45,46]. Because the 

Nusselt theory is the basis for the model to be developed in the present paper, three important examples 

supporting the time-averaged validity of this theory are outlined below. These examples are selected from the 

very few studies that investigated the instantaneous hydrodynamic structure under the waves. Note that in all 

cases, the Re numbers have been recalculated to match the definition in Eq. (6). 

 

4.1.1. Measurements by Karimi and Kawaji [47] 
 

Karimi and Kawaji [47] used high-speed video photography and a photochromic dye tracer technique to measure 

instantaneous velocity profiles and instantaneous local film thickness in wavy falling liquid films. The test 

section was a vertical Pyrex tube of 2.44 m length and an internal diameter of 50.8 mm. The working fluid was 

deodorized kerosene, with properties ρker = 755 kg/m³ and µker = 0.00143 kg/ms [60], yielding νker = 1.894x10
-6

 

m²/s. The surface tension was not reported. Measurements were made at a distance of 1.5 m from the liquid 

entrance, at which the film had reached a well-developed status. Measurement sequences were taken for periods 

of 3 s. Film thickness was sampled at 50 Hz, while other flow quantities were sampled at lower frequencies (35 - 

50 Hz). Measurements were made over the Re number range 352-1637. Note that these numbers correspond to 

those in [47] but divided by 4 to match the Re definition in Eq. (6). The visual observations showed varying 

interfacial wave characteristics with downstream distance from the entrance. Measured time variations of 

simultaneous film thickness h and instantaneous (local) to time-averaged flow rate ratio qloc/qave are shown in 

Fig. 7 for two Reynolds numbers. By measuring instantaneous, local velocity profiles under the films, the 

authors showed that the velocity profiles can locally deviate from the parabolic Nusselt profile. Fig. 8 by Karimi 

and Kawaji [47] shows instantaneous profiles for three Re numbers: 585, 833 and 1319. The deviations from the 

Nusselt profile are limited for the lower Re numbers (≤ 833, laminar and transitional wavy films), but become 

very pronounced for the higher Re numbers (≥ 1319, turbulent wavy films). For the laminar and transitional 

wavy films, the velocity ratio umax/uave was very close to 1.5 (Nusselt theory). For Re = 833, the difference is 

only 2%. In wavy turbulent films however, significant differences between the measured velocity profiles and 

Nusselt’s profiles were found. For Re = 1319 for example, the Nusselt ratio is 13% too large. Karimi and Kawaji 

[47] showed that the turbulent behaviour of the liquid film depends on the degree of waviness, and not on local 

Reynolds number, as suggested by other authors. Many parts of the waves with Reloc as high as 1600 showed 

laminar behaviour, with velocity profiles very close to Nusselt’s theory. On the other hand, many parts of the 

wavy liquid film with Reloc as low as 300 showed large deviations from Nusselt’s theory.  

 

4.1.2. Measurements by Moran et al. [57] 
 

Moran et al. [57] used the same techniques as Karimi and Kawaji [47] to measure the fully-developed flow of a 

thin film down a 1.92 m long copper plate, inclined under 45°. The working fluid was Silicone Fluid 200 (Dow 

Corning), with the following properties at 22°C: ρsil = 960 kg/m³, νsil = 2x10-5 m²/s and surface tension γsil = 

2.06x10
-2

 N/m. The authors describe the development of the wave structures. When the liquid entered the test 

section, it first exhibited a smooth, flat gas-liquid interface but after a short distance the first small and two-

dimensional ripples form at the interface. The ripples subsequently further developed into a defined wavy 

structure with large fronts and elongated tails. At about 0.6 m from the inlet, the 2D waves developed into 3D 

structures with large waves. Simultaneous measurements of the instantaneous velocity profiles across the wavy 

laminar film and axial profiles of film thickness were made at 1.3 m from the inlet, and for the Reynolds number 

range 3-55. Time-averaged values of film thickness, velocity, etc. were calculated based on 60 instantaneous 

values over a total sampling period of 2.8 s. The authors found that the instantaneous velocity profiles in wavy 
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films can deviate significantly from Nusselt’s profile, especially under the wave crests. However, the time-

averaged measured mean film thickness was only slightly larger than Nusselt’s theory (by 6.7%, see Fig. 9a). In 

the experiments, the values of umax/uave range between 1.42 and 1.56 (Fig. 9a), with an overall average of 1.47, 

which is very close to Nusselt’s theory and within the experimental uncertainty. 

 

4.1.3. Measurements by Ambrosini et al. [61] 
 

Ambrosini et al. [61] performed experiments with water falling down an inclined stainless steel flat plate of 2 m 

long and 0.6 m wide. Inclinations of 45° and 90° with respect to the horizontal plane were tested. Experiments 

were conducted with water at about 20-30°C, about 50°C and about 70°C, and at different Reynolds numbers. 

The range of Re numbers included the “classical” thresholds for the transition between the laminar-wavy and the 

turbulent regimes. Capacitance probes were used to collect discrete film thickness series for periods of 8.192 s, 

which were further processed. To compensate for the cooling of the thin film by evaporation, compensation by a 

heating system was employed for the 50 and 70°C tests. The experimental set-up is discussed in detail in 

Ambrosini et al. [61]. The film thickness was measured at a distance of 1.7 m downstream of a metallic net used 

to introduce enough perturbation to get fully-developed wave conditions. Because of local non-uniformity of 

film flow, measurements were made at three spanwise locations along the plate. Figures 9b-d represent the 

digitised data from [61] for the experiments with the plate in vertical position. The measured mean film 

thickness is compared to the Nusselt value hN. As also noted by Ambrosini et al. [61], a good agreement is 

found, up to a given Reynolds number at which likely the transition to turbulent flow occurs. 

 

4.1.4. Measurements by Beijer [32] 
 

Beijer [32] reported the results of laboratory tests of runoff on vertical surfaces of concrete. Unfortunately, the 

details of the experiment itself were not reported in his paper, which limits the value of the comparison to some 

extent. Beijer suggested the following equation for the time-averaged velocity of the film in m/s: 

 

q13u =  (26) 

 

where q is the runoff rate in m³/(ms). Table 1 compares the values of runoff time-averaged velocity and film 

thickness measured by Beijer (uB and hB) with those predicted by the model, which are equal to the Nusselt 

solution (uN and hN). Considering the difficult character of runoff measurements, the agreement between 

measurements and model results is considered very good. 

 

4.1.5. Range of Nusselt solution validity for statistically-steady rainwater runoff 
 

Both in terms of complexity and computational cost, it would be beneficial to have a runoff model for building 

facades that is based on the Nusselt solution and that does not take into account the surface waves. Wave 

behaviour occurs at time scales of a few seconds. The aim of this paper is to develop a runoff model that can 

accurately predict the runoff flow rate at a time scale of a minute, which is a time step considered to be small 

enough for BE-HAM models. Note that, although BE-HAM simulations are generally performed based on 

meteorological datasets with time steps of one hour, earlier research indicated that when WDR is involved, the 

time step needs to be decreased to at least 10 minutes [25,62,63]. Several earlier combined BE-HAM and WDR 

simulations were indeed performed with time steps of 10 minutes or 1 minute.  

With the Reynolds number defined as in Eq. (6), the relationship between Re and the runoff flow rate is 

given by ReN = qN/ν, with qN in m³/ms or ReN = 0.278x10
-6

qN/ν, with qN in L/mh. For water at 10°C: ReN = 

0.21qN. This implies that even at very high flow rates, e.g. qN = 500 L/mh, the film Reynolds numbers remain 

quite limited: ReN = 106. Later in this paper, simulations will be made to calculate runoff amounts for different 

reference rainfall intensities. The low Reynolds numbers together with the literature review outlined in this 

section suggest that the Nusselt solution can be applied to represent the statistically-steady (time-averaged) 

developed film flow velocity profile for rainwater runoff down a plane, smooth facade. In the next section, non-

statistically-steady, developing runoff conditions are considered. 

 

4.2. Evaluation of runoff model for developing films 
 

It is unlikely that the Nusselt solution is valid at the moving film front of developing films. Because detailed 

experimental laboratory data on developing films could not be found in the published literature, in this section, 

the entire runoff model (including Nusselt solution and simplified rain absorption model) will be evaluated by 

comparison with the limited on-site experimental data that have been published in the literature. While it is 

recognized that these experimental data are not so comprehensive that this effort could be called “model 
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validation”, it is – at present and with the limited amount of available experimental data – considered a valuable 

effort in terms of at least model evaluation.     

One of the very few experimental studies that provide some quantitative information on rainwater runoff 

from building facades is that reported by Beijer and Johansson [31] in a Swedish report, that was also briefly 

summarized in the English paper by Beijer [32] in 1977. The intention of this experimental study was to provide 

information to explain surface soiling of facades due to rainwater runoff. For four buildings at four different 

locations, on-site measurements were made of impinging WDR intensities and of the resulting rainwater runoff 

amounts. Beijer and Johansson [31] provided the most detailed experimental data for the site at Södermalm. 

Measurements were made on the south facade of a 20 m high building. The facade exterior consists of concrete 

panels. The figure of the on-site measurement set-up is reproduced in Fig. 10. Also shown in this figure are 

drawings of the WDR and runoff gauges. WDR was measured at five heights and runoff at four heights. The 

building is located on a street in a central urban area, therefore the wall is somewhat sheltered from WDR. No 

detailed information about the building geometry and about the surrounding buildings is provided. Fig. 11a 

shows the measured profiles of WDR intensity at the four sites, for “intense” (thick lines) and “weak” WDR 

(thin lines). While Beijer and Johansson [31] reported several difficulties and problems associated with the 

measurements, there was one particular rain spell that was quite exceptional and also well recorded. This was the 

spell on 29
th

 of September, 1973. Beijer and Johansson [31] mentioned that “the driving rain exemplified had – 

and this was unusual – a fairly constant and considerable intensity for over an hour”. The corresponding profile 

for the Södermalm site is indicated in figure 11a. The measured WDR intensity, gwdr, was 1 mm/h at a height of 

18.5 m. The measured (cumulative) runoff sum Q at different heights at 18, 36 and 72 min. after the start of the 

rain is given in Fig. 11b. Note that the symbol Q (L/m), as opposed to q (L/mh), denotes the sum of all runoff 

water that has run down the wall in a given period of time. In the related paper, Beijer [32] mentions that, due to 

initial moisture content, the values of the capillary absorption coefficient for the concrete panels should be 

changed from the “dry” values 20-40 gm²s
0.5

 to the adjusted values 7-20 g/m²s
0.5

. These data will be used for 

model evaluation.   

Unfortunately, there is too much missing information to perform a real validation study with these 

experimental data. More information is needed on at least the following parameters that are important for WDR 

and WDR runoff studies: (1) building and environment geometry (building width, depth and geometry of 

surrounding buildings); (2) positions of the measurement devices along the width of the facade; (3) error 

estimates for the WDR and runoff measurements; (4) WDR intensity as a function of time; (5) wind speed and 

wind direction (for an assessment of the convective vapour transfer coefficient, which is needed to calculate the 

evaporation during the rain event) and (6) more detailed material properties of the concrete walls. However, as 

no other and more detailed quantitative information on rainwater runoff from building facades could be found, 

the experiments by Beijer and Johansson [31] are used for the evaluation of the numerical runoff model. Note 

that the term “evaluation” is used instead of “validation” due to the lack of experimental information.  

In the numerical model, a 2D section of the 20 m high wall is implemented. The temperature is unknown but 

is assumed to be 10°C. Concerning the material properties, the exact values of the capillary absorption 

coefficient A as mentioned by Beijer [32] are used: A = 0.007 to 0.020 kg/m²s0.5. Note that these reduced values, 

to take into account the relatively high initial moisture content of the wall at the start of the considered rain spell, 

are  indeed lower than the typical values for concrete reported by Hall and Yau [64]: A = 0.01 – 0.06 kg/m²s
0.5

. 

The report [31, p. 37] seems to suggest that A = 0.007 kg/m²s
0.5

 holds for the measurement height of 18.5 m. 

However, it would not be realistic to use this reduced value along the entire height of the wall. The reason is the 

following. Since WDR is the main moisture source for the wall, and given the strong gradients in WDR intensity 

with height (Fig. 11a), the initial moisture content of the wall will exhibit similar strong gradients due to 

previous WDR spells. Therefore, when a new WDR spell starts, the time to film formation (see Eq. (14)) will be 

shorter at higher positions on the wall. According to Eq. (14), to take this effect into account, the value of A 

needs to be reduced, in such a way that A decreases with increasing height on the wall. Indeed, Eq. (15) shows 

that with lower A, the absorption flux decreases, which is logical because less water can be absorbed due to the 

high initial moisture content. For this reason, and because the report [31, p. 37] seems to suggest that A = 0.007 

kg/m²s0.5 holds for the measurement height of 18.5 m, we apply a variation of A as a function of the WDR 

intensity. We use two different relationships between A and gwdr:  

1) Exponential relationship: A = 0.02*exp(-1.05*gwdr), with gwdr taken from Fig. 11a.  

2) Linear relationship between A and gwdr, with gwdr taken from Fig. 11a.    

Note that both relationships provide the maximum value of 0.02 kg/m²s0.5 at the lowest (driest) part of the 

facade, and the value of 0.007 kg/m²s
0.5

 at height 18.5 m. This modification of reducing the time to film 

formation and the absorption rate by reducing the value of A is considered justified, because of the limitation of 

the absorption model in which diffusivity is not dependent on moisture content. 

The spatial discretisation interval ∆x is taken 0.01 m and the required time step ∆t to limit the instabilities at 

the downward moving film front is 0.01 s, which is well below the values recommended by Eq. (25), which 

apply for steady-state conditions. The profile of gwdr is determined by scaling the profile in Fig. 11a with the 
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reported value gwdr = 1 mm/h at 18.5 m height. The model results, in terms of the (cumulative) runoff sum Qrunoff, 

are compared with the experimental data in Fig. 12. Considering all experimental uncertainties, the qualitative 

and quantitative agreement between the numerical model results and the experiments is considered quite good, 

for both relationships. Note that evaporation was not included in the simulation. It is considered negligible given 

the high relative humidity during the rain spell. Beijer and Johansson [31] also mentioned this assumption in 

their report. 

Note that an important limitation of the simplified moisture absorption model is that it does not take limited 

material thickness into account. It assumes that, before and after surface saturation, the moisture front can freely 

penetrate into the material. For the simulations in this section, and assuming a capillary moisture content of 

autoclaved aerated concrete facade panels of 365 kg/m³ [65], the maximum moisture front penetration depth is 

only 1.6 mm.  This low value is attributed to the combination of the very low capillary absorption coefficient A 

and the high value of the capillary moisture content wc. For other materials with other moisture properties, the 

penetration depth can be much larger. 

 

5. Model application 

 

5.1. Analysis of film thickness, runoff and absorption 
 

The numerical model results from section 4.2 are used to provide some insights in the runoff and absorption 

processes. The results shown in this subsection are obtained with the exponential relationship between A and 

gwdr. Figs. 13b-d show additional numerical data obtained from the simulations in Fig. 12. Fig. 13a repeats the 

profile of WDR intensity. Fig. 13b illustrates the variation of the film thickness with time. Film formation only 

starts after  about 3 min (see Eq. 14 with A = 0.006 kg/m²s
0.5

 and gwdr = 1.15 L/m²h at height 20 m), after which 

the film thickness continues to grow and the film travels down the wall. Film thickness growth is most 

pronounced during the first 12 minutes. The maximum film thickness during the rain spell is 0.077 mm. We also 

found that at about 25 minutes after the start of the rain spell, the mean velocity of the film front decreases, due 

to the combined effect of larger absorption rates (larger A values) and lower WDR intensity at lower parts of the 

wall. Note that the film does not reach the bottom part of the wall, not even after 72 minutes of uninterrupted 

WDR. Fig. 13c shows the (cumulative) runoff sum Q and Fig. 13d shows the (cumulative) sum of absorbed 

water Qabs at different time steps. As long as runoff does not occur, the boundary condition at the wall is a flux 

boundary condition: all WDR is taken up by absorption; gabs = gwdr. This explains the similarity between the 

profiles of gwdr and Gabs for the first few minutes. When runoff occurs, the boundary condition is a constant 

moisture content condition. The available supply of water for potential absorption is provided by both the 

impinging WDR and the runoff water from the higher part of the wall. The excess water – which is not absorbed 

– is added to the runoff sum Q.  

 

5.2. Parametric analysis 
 

The numerical model is used for a brief parametric analysis to provide some additional insight in the rainwater 

runoff process for different conditions. Given the limitations of especially the simplified rain absorption model 

in this paper, the parametric analysis is limited to values of the capillary water absorption coefficient A that are 

within the range of model evaluation as performed in section 4; we only investigate A = 0 and A = 0.007 

kg/m²s
0.5

. The wall height is 20 m and for simplicity, A is taken constant along the height of the wall. In other 

words, the wall is dry or uniformly wet at the beginning of the rain spell. The WDR intensity during the 72 min. 

rain event is constant in time and its profile (but not the absolute value) is as given in Fig. 13a. The absolute 

values of gwdr given below are those at the top of the wall at 20 m (see section 4.2). The results are presented as 

“runoff ratio” versus height. The runoff ratio is the ratio of the runoff sum Q (L/m) at a certain position for a 

certain time to the WDR sum Gwdr (L/m²) that has impinged on the entire wall during that time. Note that Q and 

Gwdr are both cumulative values since the beginning of the spell. The WDR intensity gwdr is varied from 0.1 to 20 

L/m²h, i.e. light to very intensive WDR. Figs. 14a-c show the runoff ratio for an impervious wall (A = 0 

kg/m²s
0.5

) at three different positions in time: t = 18, 36 and 72 min. As time increases, the film will travel down 

the wall and the runoff ratio will increase and approach unity at the bottom of the wall. Note that the runoff ratio 

will actually never become equal to one, because there is always a certain amount of water that will remain stuck 

to the wall and that does not run down. Figs. 14d-f show results for a porous wall with A = 0.007 kg/m²s0.5. 

Although this is a low value indicating weak capillary activity, in rain spells with gwdr = 0.5 L/m²h, even a 

duration of 72 min is not enough to cause the runoff film to reach the bottom of the wall.  

Note again that the simulations in Figs. 14d-f were made with the simplified rain absorption model that does 

not take limited material thickness into account. It assumes that, before and after surface saturation, the moisture 

front can freely penetrate into the material.  
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6. Discussion of model possibilities and limitations 

 

It is important to mention the possibilities and especially the limitations of the runoff model presented in this 

paper. Many of the limitations are caused by the adopted simplifications. Two main simplifications are: 

• Adoption of the  Nusselt solution for statistically-steady, developed films, in spite of actual wave 

behaviour; 

• Adoption of the Nusselt solution for transient, developing films, in spite of the actual moving contact 

line complexity. 

The related limitations are: 

• The model does not take wave formation and rivulets into account and it is not valid for turbulent film 

flow, i.e. for film Re numbers above 1000; 

• The model cannot predict the details of the moving film front, including film front instabilities;  

• The model is only a 2D model. 

Additional limitations are: 

• The runoff model has been developed and applied for smooth plane walls. In reality, building walls are 

generally rough surfaces and in general, many facade details (recessions and protrusions) will strongly 

complicate the runoff patterns;  

• The performance of the runoff model for developing films has only been evaluated based on the limited 

on-site experimental data that are available in the published literature; 

• The runoff model in this paper has been combined with a simplified rain absorption model. While the 

validity of this model depends on the material type and while more complex models exist, the focus of 

this paper was on the physical and numerical aspects of rainwater runoff, rather than on moisture 

transfer in walls. Therefore, the simplified moisture transfer model was considered fit for this purpose. 

Nevertheless, it is important to recognize its limitations, including the fact that limited facade material 

thickness is not taken into account. This model and some of its limitations are outlined  in Appendix A.  

• The runoff model is a 2D model, while the simplified absorption model is a 1D model. This is 

considered justified, for two reasons: (1) Research has shown that, in spite of the spatial variability of 

WDR distribution across walls and in absence of runoff, the redistribution of moisture in the plane of 

the wall is limited, and 1D HAM modelling is sufficiently accurate (except for very heterogeneous 

walls like masonry) [69]; (2) The actual 2D moisture transfer is due to the runoff itself. 

Some of these limitations have been addressed in this paper.  

• Concerning the adoption of the  Nusselt solution for statistically-steady, developed films, in spite of 

actual wave behaviour, a review of the literature has shown that the Nusselt solution is a good 

approximation for representing the time-averaged properties of thin film flow, up to film Reynolds 

numbers of 1000. The relationship ReN = qN/ν implies that the Nusselt solution can thus be used up to 

runoff rates of qN = 4705 L/mh, which is a very high threshold unlikely to be exceeded except for very 

exceptional WDR events. 

• Concerning the adoption of the Nusselt solution for transient, developing films, it should be mentioned 

that most likely, the Nusselt solution is invalid at the moving film front. Further research is needed to 

investigate this in detail. In the present paper, the entire runoff model (including Nusselt solution and 

simplified rain absorption model) has been evaluated by comparison with the limited on-site 

experimental data that have been published in the literature. While it is recognized that these 

experimental data are not so comprehensive that this effort could be called “model validation”, it is – at 

present and with the limited amount of available experimental data – considered a valuable effort in 

terms of at least model evaluation. In spite of the important model limitations, the model evaluation has 

shown a fairly good qualitative and quantitative agreement between model results and the experimental 

results, at three different time intervals during a WDR spell. In addition, it is mentioned that the model 

is an integral model, in which at any time, mass is conserved. It has also been shown that the calculated 

film thicknesses agree well with measured values (see section 4.1.4). Both observations combined 

suggest that also the general downward movement of the film is predicted with fairly good accuracy.  

 

Further addressing and alleviating the model limitations will be the focus of future work. This will include, in 

particular: 

• Abandoning the simplified rain absorption model and coupling of the runoff model with state-of-the-art 

BE-HAM models. This includes investigating strategies for coupling both models in an efficient way, 

which is important because BE-HAM models typically use meteorological datasets with hourly data, 

while the time steps for the runoff models are fractions of a second.  

• Implementing and testing more complex runoff models that do take into account surface tension and the 

related undulatory behaviour and film front instabilities; 
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• Validation of the runoff model and of the coupled runoff-BE-HAM model based on detailed laboratory 

experiments and on-site experimental data. 

 

In spite of all these limitations, the presented runoff model also has some particular advantages. The main 

advantage of this model is that it is simplified and that it can be easily be integrated into 2D and 3D BE-HAM 

models. Note that, although 2D and 3D HAM models exist, the current state-of-the-art in BE-HAM modelling of 

building components exposed to WDR mainly consists of 1D modelling [24,25-27,69]. 2D and 3D BE-HAM 

modelling including WDR requires a runoff model. While the model presented in this paper is simplified, it is 

stressed that this is also the case for various other sub-models included in the state-of-the-art BE-HAM tools. 

Indeed, BE-HAM models are subjected to considerable uncertainties in terms of building material properties and 

to strong simplifications in terms of boundary conditions such as wind-driven rain [17-19,24-27] and surface 

convective heat and mass transfer [25-27,29,53-55]. These simplifications constitute uncertainties that may very 

well be larger than those incurred by the simplifications in the runoff model. Therefore, a simplified runoff 

model might be suitable as a supplement to the state-of-the-art BE-HAM models.  

 

7. Conclusions 

 

A simplified numerical model for rainwater runoff on building facades has been presented, evaluated and 

discussed. The variation of runoff film thickness is described by a first-order hyperbolic partial differential 

equation. This equation is derived from the continuity equation, to which the wind-driven rain (WDR) intensity 

and the capillary absorption flux by the wall are added as source/sink terms, and from the adoption of the 

parabolic velocity profile of the Nusselt solution for a simplified representation of thin film flow. Two major 

model simplifications are the adoption of the Nusselt solution for (1) statistically-steady, developed films, in 

spite of actual wave behaviour, and for (2) transient, developing films, in spite of the actual moving contact line 

complexity. Both simplifications are directly related to surface tension effects. Concerning the first 

simplification, a selective review of the literature, including experimental laboratory data, confirms the validity 

of the Nusselt solution for representing the time-averaged properties of thin film flow, up to film Reynolds 

numbers of 1000, in spite of the actual wave behaviour. The relationship ReN = qN/ν implies that the Nusselt 

solution can thus be used up to runoff rates of qN = 4705 L/mh, which is a very high threshold unlikely to be 

exceeded except for very exceptional WDR events. Concerning the second simplification, the runoff model is 

evaluated by a comparison with available on-site measurements of rainwater runoff from a building facade 

exposed to WDR, indicating a good qualitative and quantitative agreement in terms of runoff flow rates at three 

different time intervals.  

Specific attention has been given to discussing the possibilities and limitations of the model. The model has 

several important limitations, many of which are directly related to the adopted simplifications. On the other 

hand, the model also has some important advantages. The main advantage of this model is that it is simplified 

and that it can be easily be integrated into 2D and 3D BE-HAM models. Concerning model accuracy, it is 

important to mention that the state-of-the-art BE-HAM models contain also other simplifications that yield 

considerable uncertainties, namely concerning building material properties and concerning boundary conditions 

such as WDR and surface convective heat and mass transfer. These simplifications constitute uncertainties that 

may very well be larger than those incurred by the simplifications in the runoff model. Therefore, the simplified 

runoff model presented in this paper, in spite of its limitations, might be suitable as a supplement to the current 

state-of-the-art BE-HAM models.  

 

Appendix A: Simplified rain absorption model 

 

As outlined by Hall and Hoff [56], the capillary diffusivity Dw of most porous materials varies so strongly with 

liquid content that the capillary absorption profiles are often very steep-fronted. Therefore it is often justified to 

represent the wetted front region by a rectangular profile. This is the so-called Sharp Front (SF) approximation, 

which is essentially the Green-Ampt model of soil physics [56,66-68]. The SF model allows relatively simple 

analytical descriptions of many wetting processes, such as wind-driven rain (WDR) under a constant WDR 

intensity. The basic assumption is that the wetted region can be considered as having a uniform and constant 

water content (i.e. the capillary water content wc).  

The first stage in the two-stage absorption process consists of WDR absorption by the wall with a constant 

flux boundary condition. As long as the moisture content at the wetted surface is below the capillary moisture 

content wc, the absorption flux gabs is equal to the supplied flux gwdr, on condition the supply flux is sufficiently 

small, which is the case for WDR:  

 

wdrabs gg =  (A1) 
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For a constant WDR rate gwdr, the cumulative amount of absorbed water at time t is:  

 

( ) tgtG wdrabs =  (A2) 

 

When wc is reached, a water film is formed and the capillary uptake is similar to that from a liquid water surface. 

The time to film formation tf depends on the WDR intensity and on the hydraulic properties of the material [56]:  

 

2

wdr

2

f
g2

A
t =  (A3) 

 

with A the capillary water absorption coefficient in kg/m²s
0.5

. Starting from this moment, the boundary condition 

switches to a capillary saturation boundary condition. The WDR flux is then divided into two components: a part 

that is absorbed and a part which is in excess, and that runs off.  

At time tf, the cumulative amount of absorbed water is:  

 

( )
wdr

2

fwdrfabs
g2

A
tgtG ==  (A4) 

 

Hall and Hoff [56] indicate that, since SF water content profiles are always rectangular, the state of the system at 

tf is identical with that which would be obtained if the surface had been put in contact with a free water reservoir 

(as in a sorptivity test) at some earlier time τ. The cumulative amount of absorbed water at that time is then given 

by [56]: 

 

( ) τAτGabs =  (A5) 

 

Combining Eq. (A4) and Eq. (A5) yields: 
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The origin of the time scale in the SF model is therefore situated halfway between t = 0 and tf, The absorption 

flux for t > tf is: 
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Some important limitations of this simplified model are mentioned: 

1) The model assumes that, at the start of the rain event, the material is initially dry. If this is not the case, 

initial moisture content can be taken into account by lowering the capillary moisture coefficient A. This 

is the approach as used in this paper when comparing the model results with the experiments by Beijer 

and Johansson [31].  

2) The model does not take limited material thickness into account. It assumes that, before and after 

surface saturation, the moisture front can freely penetrate into the material. 

3) The model assumes that capillary absorption itself is a 1D process, perpendicular to the wall surface, 

while in reality, some 2D effects will be present, although these have been shown to be limited for 

plane homogeneous walls [69].  

 

Further work should include coupling of the runoff model with a state-of-the-art numerical BE-HAM model to 

alleviate these model shortcomings.  
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TABLE 

 

Table 1. Runoff rate and the related time-averaged film velocity uB and film thickness hB as measured by Beijer 

[32] and uN and hN as predicted by the numerical model (= Nusselt solution).  

 

qrunoff qrunoff uB uN hB hN 

(L/mh) (m³/ms) (m/s) (m/s) (mm) (mm) 

1 2.8E-07 0.007 0.006 0.041 0.048 

10 2.8E-06 0.022 0.027 0.128 0.104 
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FIGURES 

 

Figure 1: Royal Festival Hall, London, before and after a few years of exposure to atmospheric pollution and 

wind-driven rain deposition and runoff across the facade (figure from White 1967, reproduced with permission). 

 

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the two parts in wind-driven rain research: (a) assessment of the impinging 

wind-driven rain intensity (before rain impact) and (b) assessment of the response of the wall (at and after rain 

impact). 

 

 
Figure 3: Schematic representation of thin film runoff down an inclined wall. Note: figure not to scale. 
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Figure 4. Schematic presentation and symbols for thin film runoff along a vertical wall with the wind-driven rain 

intensity and the capillary absorption flux as source and sink.  

 

 
Figure 5. Discretisation of the film flow equation in space and time. 
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Figure 6: Shadow method illustration of undulatory behaviour of thin film water flow down the surface of a 

vertical glass tube, for different flow rates and temperatures (from [45]).  
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Figure 7: Instantaneous measurement data of film thickness and ratio of local to average flow rate for liquid 

Reynolds numbers 833 and 1319 (from [47]). 
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Figure 8: Instantaneous experimental velocity profiles of film flow down the surface of a vertical tube, for liquid 

Reynolds numbers 585, 833 and 1319 (from [47]).  
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Figure 9: (a) Comparison between the experimental results of Moran et al. [57] and the Nusselt solution, for the 

mean film thickness h (mm) and the velocity ratio umax/uave. (b-d) Comparison between the experimental results 

for the mean film thickness h (mm) of Ambrosini et al. [61] and the Nusselt solution, for three different water 

temperatures.  
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Figure 10. (a) Schematic representation of facade and measurement positions of wind-driven rain gauges 

(circular symbols) and runoff gauges (half-circular symbols) The surface soiling pattern at the facade is also 

indicated. (b) Front and side view of wind-driven rain gauge; (c) Front and side view of runoff gauge. (Figures 

from [31]). 

 

 
Figure 11. Measurement results: (a) Relative wind-driven rain intensity as a function of height (from [31]) with 

indication of selected wind-driven rain profile for the numerical simulations; (b) Runoff sum as a function of 

height at three different time intervals from the start of the rain spell: 18 min., 36 min. and 72 min.  
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Figure 12. Comparison of numerical and experimental results for the runoff sum at 18, 36 and 72 minutes after 

the start of the rain, for (b) an exponential and (c) a linear relationship between A and gwdr.  

 

 
Figure 13. (a) Wind-driven rain intensity during the 72 min. rain event. (b-d) Corresponding numerical results 

for the 20 m high wall at different time steps, for (b) film thickness; (c) runoff sum and (d) sum of absorbed 

water.  
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Figure 14. Parametric analysis: (a-c) Runoff ratio versus height for A = 0 kg/m²s0.5 (impervious wall), with the 

wind-driven rain intensity gwdr as parameter. (d-f) Same, for A = 0.007 kg/m²s
0.5

. 

 

 


